Dear Husband,

Last evening guess of the 13th, written before you were wounded, came to hand, and this evening the note written after you had received the wound. The first could have made me very sad if I had not already heard of your arrival at Washington.

The last, 14th, was written while you were in pain; but it was comforting to know that you were not entirely disabled, and could write a few lines.

I have great faith in Arnica, and wish you could ask your surgeon how it will do to keep your bandages saturated with it either strong or diluted with water. It can be renewed at any time without removing the...
bargage and is very eating. Don’t know
me spend an extra time. The ladies just
of the little fortune and into cut the
ends of the house, with glass, &c.
the 33rd she kept it out with strong arms.
the sound she did not approach and
she says the Doctor said it looked in
an unusually short time.

You will be careful, now, won’t you?
I am afraid you need me to watch
you, and not you see at home, yet
do not wish you to risk anything by
making too great haste to come.

I am going to give up our “quarters”
and will get new something; I have
patched till I can patch no longer,
and now that I am going to have
ever a visitor won’t put up with
the rage.

If you cannot go up and down states
we will put you in the parlor in
side from Athos last summer. You

Gregory was in the battle at Nassau
but Father thinks the 83rd was not the
fight engaged. The Colonel had command
of this regiment when Howard lost app
of it. It would be a relief to have
Proud as we are in your situation.

How thankful I am that you are
not in those bush battles; yet I supper
soldiers like to be in at the fighting
and, and feel afraid for their tall
when the victory is won. But the
sick is too great, and the surgery
hard to bear. May our suffering country
men and women, soon rejoine in glad
reunions, the Rebellion being from
put to done!

I don’t think I told you of the
death of Thomas Drake; he died a
few days ago of consumption.
The “Emperor” killed not straight
the hands could not ask for it as
the other establishments gave much help.
pages; I understand the friends were not sufficient, which is a healthy sign.
Phoebe Scott told me today that she read an account of some New Church proceedings in which Villard Day voted against some anti-loyal resolutions introduced by Giles Richards. She says they were very moderate in tone and any one only half loyal could have subscribed to them. I don't care about seeing any of that family again.
Morning; all well; write soon and 

Fredly Floor

Augusta